
OS-1, OEM-1 and Bose Vehicles.
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This a view of the actual factory plug from the pin side, but by looking at the AMP-GM21 harness from the 
wire side, the speaker wire colors will be configured like this. Note the location of the yellow wire and use 
as a reference point.

Remove the pins for all  8 speaker wires and rearrange like this for AMP-GM21A configuration. The pins 
can be removed with a paper clip by sticking it through the front and pressing metal clip down to release 
pins. If done correctly, the pins will come out very easily.
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When using an OS-1 with an OEM-1 in a vehicle with a Bose system, you must use an AMP-GM21A harness (must have the ‘A’ 
after the 21). You cannot use a OS-GM21 or AMP-GM21 wire harness as they are not configured correctly. Even if the 
aftermarket stereo sounds like it plays fine, it will not balance or fade correctly and can sound out of phase. OnStar® audio also 
cannot be heard when initiated. However, when you use the correct harness, AMP-GM21A, OnStar® audio can be heard when 
initiated and the aftermarket stereo will balance/fade correctly and will be in phase.

Converting AMP-GM21 wire harness to a AMP-GM21A

http://www.carid.com/pac-audio/


Converting OS-GM21 wire harness to a AMP-GM21A

Swap the speaker wire pins around by following the directions on page 1, Converting AMP-GM21 wire harness to a AMP-GM21A, 
prior to modifying the harness as instructed below.

1. Cut the prp/blk and wht/blk wires in half between the 21 pin connector and 16 pin connector.
2. Splice the prp/blk and wht/blk wires from the 21 pin side to the black ground wire of the OS-GM21 harness.
3. Splice the remaining prp/blk wire onto the grn/blk wire of the OS-GM21 harness.
4. Spice the remaining wht/blk wire onto the gray/blk wire of the OS-GM21 harness.
5. The OS-GM21 is now converted to a AMP-GM21A harness.
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Problem: After installing the OS-1, the interface does not respond when the OnStar® call button is pressed.

Solution: You will need to relocate the green wire in the OS-GM9 connector. It will need to go into pin#15 of 
the OS-GM21 connector as shown in diagrams below.

pin# 15

stick paper clip
in slot above pin

pop clip out

Pop white locking clip out on the OS-
GM9 connector in the location of the 
green wire by using a small flat head 
screw driver.

Insert paper clip into the slot above pin 
of the OS-GM9 connector and push 
metal clip down while gently pulling on 
green wire. If done correctly, wire will 
pull out easily.

Insert green wire into pin#15 of the 
OS-GM21 connector.

Discover other OE integration interfaces on our website.

https://www.carid.com/oe-integration-interfaces.html

